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The AC Financial Guide to 
Successful ‘Fund’ Investment
July 2009 Update

Our 2005 Guide to Successful Fund Investment was so well received by the National Press, Financial Web Sites and Private Investors, we have 

updated the research by popular demand.

The 2005 edition covered a 25 year period and was based on the following premise:

Fact 1 - Many Investors select investments purely on recent fund performance

Fact 2 - The most popular funds can provide a disappointing return

Fact 3 - Investing in unpopular sectors often pays dividends

This 2005 guide provided the evidence that following so called ‘Star’ fund manager, may not provide a satisfactory outcome - this update 

confirms this. In particular, it established over a 25 year time frame  that the ‘worst’ fund managers but in the best sectors turned £3,437 into 

£1,000,000 and the ‘best’ fund managers in the worst sectors turned the capital into an abysmal £1,323.

Having established the evidence over a long time frame we now look at a much shorter 5 year period that covers the most recent peak in 

markets, the subsequent collapse, and partial recovery – the results build upon our previous research in the following pages 

Page 2 - Provides research evidence carried out in 1991 on the importance of asset allocation

Page 3 - Illustrates the results of our research over 5 years to July 2009

Page 4 - Highlights the performance of all 33  IMA Unit Trust/OEIC’s sectors over 5 years 

Page 5 - Provides some helpful hints on portfolio design

Page 6 - Press coverage and testimonials
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The Key to Investment Success

The research provided here relates to Unit Trusts and Open Ended Investment Companies (OEIC’s) whether held individually, or within an 

Individual Savings Account (ISA), or a Pension Scheme. As will be seen, we believe that the asset allocation of any portfolio is of foremost 

importance and only when this is decided should consideration be given to specific funds.

Separating Fact from Fiction

There is much talk amongst certain commentators and some advisers about choosing the best fund manager as the panacea of successful 

investment. We believe that asset allocation is of far more importance, coupled with correctly identifying the investor’s true risk profile. Once 

these two factors have been dealt with, fund manager selection may then be made as the third investment factor - not the first!

The key to Investment Success – Asset Allocation

Research has shown that over 90% of the difference between investment portfolios’ returns is determined by asset allocation (the propor-

tion held in shares, property, bonds and cash) of that investment portfolio. (Source: Brinson, Singer, Beebower 1991). Their results suggested 

that the following factors contributed to investment success in the proportions highlighted.

Whilst there are effectively four main asset classes to invest in – Equities, Property, Bonds and Cash, there are a much larger number of sub 

sectors within these asset classes. Indeed, the Investment Management Association currently lists 33 separate investment sectors encom-

passing over 2,000 different Unit Trusts/OEIC’s within which investors may invest.

Why choosing a sector is more important than choosing a fund

Our latest research continues to illustrate that choosing successful sectors is the most important factor in achieving overall return. To tan-

gibly illustrate this, we analysed all sectors over the past 5 years to July 9th 2009 and also looked at top funds and laggards over the same 

period. As will be seen, selecting the worst fund managers proved to be substantially more profitable than investing in so called ‘top fund 

managers’ funds’ - providing that the profitable sectors were chosen.

How the ‘Worst’ fund managers outperformed ‘Star’ fund managers

Chart showing that had you been able, with hindsight, to invest in the ‘worst performing’ fund managers in the ‘best performing’ sectors 

each year, a profit of 125% would have been available. This compares extremely favorably to investing in the ‘best performing’ fund manag-

ers in the ‘worst performing’ sectors that would have  provided a loss of 17%. The average of all sectors would have provided a gain of 24%.

Asset Allocation  ( 91.50% )

Stock Selection  ( 4.60% )

Other  ( 2.10% )

Market Timing  ( 1.80% )

91.50%

4.60%

1.80%
2.10%
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Performance of £100 - 5 years to 9th July 2009

The funds selected to provide the above were as follows:

Year ‘Best Fund’ Worst Sector % Gain / Loss ‘Worst Fund’ Best Sector % Gain / Loss
Avg Sector 

Gain / Loss %

2005 F&C Money Markets 2 4.70 CS MMgr Emerg Markets Pfl 29.50 18.49

2006 AXA Fram Pan Europ Bnd 6.40 Insight European Small Cap 22.70 12.45

2007 SWIP Jap Small Co’s A -13.30 Halifax Far Eastern C 18.80 12.53

2008 Fidelity Jap Smaller Co’s -17.90 Schroder Index Lked Bnd 14.00 -10.70

2009 Tri FCM Salam Glbl Prop 5.10 Baillie Giff Jap Smaller Co’s 4.60 -8.08

Basis is £100 invested bid to bid with all net income reinvested. Source of raw data in all the fund tables in this document is Trustnet. Past 

performance is not a reliable guide to the future as fund values may fall as well as rise as the above chart attests. Consequently you may not 

get back the full amount of monies invested. 
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How have the sectors performed over the past five years?

The following table highlights discrete years performance up to July 9th each year. It illustrates that not all sectors fall in unison and serves 

to highlight the benefits of diversification. It also ably illustrates how one period’s leaders can often be the next losers and vice versa. 

Sector Name 0-12m 12-24m 24-36m 36-48m 48-60m

Absolute Return -0.1 4.6 8.7 6.6 20.1

Active Managed -15.5 -11.7 15.9 16.6 18.5

Asia Pacific Excluding Japan 0.0 -12 40.9 19.3 32.1

Asia Pacific Including Japan 0.5 -8.5 20.2 21.7 23.8

Balanced Managed -12.1 -11.5 13.6 14.4 18.2

Cautious Managed -8.6 -8.0 8.1 8.7 14

Europe Excluding UK -20.2 -13.4 23.8 21.9 25.3

Europe Including UK -20.7 -13.4 23.8 19.9 23.3

European Smaller Companies -18.5 -22.4 34.3 30.9 37

Global Bonds 12.4 8.8 -2.4 -2.4 11

Global Emerging Markets -11.3 -3.0 36.2 28.6 41.8

Global Growth -15.1 -13.0 16.7 14.7 20.1

Japan -1.4 -17.1 -6.3 22.5 6.1

Japanese Smaller Companies 14.6 -28.2 -16.9 8.6 10.9

Money Market 0.5 3.6 3.5 3.1 3.3

North America -12.1 -14.8 11.1 1.2 16.7

North American Smaller Companies -8.9 -15.3 11.7 5.1 22.6

Pensions -10.2 -10.2 11.1 11.6 15.4

Property -25.6 -24 13.5 18.5 20.8

Protected / Guarenteed -3.5 -5.1 8.2 9.4 12.3

Specialist -12.5 -8.8 14.8 23.7 25

Sterling Corporate Bond -2.3 -1.7 -1.7 0.5 10.6

Sterling High Yeild -5.5 -5.4 5.2 4.8 11.8

Sterling Strategic Bond -3.6 -1.8 1.2 1.9 11.1

Technology & Telecoms -2.2 -14.5 17.9 0.4 12.4

UK All Companies -19 -19.2 19.3 17.9 21.8

UK Equity & Bond Income -13.1 -14.9 12.3 11.7 20.1

UK Equity Income -16.6 -22.1 17.4 17.2 23.5

UK Equity Income & Growth -15.6 -18.1 18.3 18.2 19.8

UK Gilt 11.6 7.2 -2.5 0.7 9.3

UK Index - Linked Gilts 0.1 17.9 0.3 3.4 9.0

UK Smaller Companies -17.3 -27.1 27.8 19.1 22.3

UK Zeros -14.7 -8.6 6.2 10.4 20.2

Mean average of all sectors -8.08 -10.7 12.53 12.45 18.49

Source of raw data is Trustnet. Basis is bid to bid all net income reinvested
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A strategy to improve long-term performance

Balancing Sectors

It is of course impossible to correctly identify the best single sector in advance, and therefore, it is prudent to invest in a balanced portfolio. 

This balance must take into account the investor’s personal circumstances and risk profile. As can be seen on page 3, even a broad balance 

covering all of the 33 IMA sectors provided 24 % return over 5 years. An imbalance of sector selection based on personal risk profile will 

provide an inappropriate investment return. This could result in either too much volatility, and possible loss for a risk-averse investor, or not 

enough potential growth for a more adventurous portfolio. It is important that components of your portfolio are not measured in isolation 

as each fund will provide a balance to the overall portfolio – those that are falling should be compensated by risers and so on.

The Right Balance for You

In 1952 Harry Markowitz, an economics post graduate, published his doctoral thesis ‘Portfolio Selection’. This marked the beginning of what 

is now termed ‘Modern Portfolio Theory’ and in 1990 he won an economics Nobel Prize for his research. This aims to efficiently balance a 

portfolio based on the assumed risk being taken to ensure that the maximum return is obtainable for that level of risk. For example, a low 

risk investor might assume that by merely investing in a deposit account with a AAA rated bank, he is making the best use of capital for the 

risk being taken. However, by adding slightly more risk bias to a small segment of this cash, a disproportionately higher risk adjusted return 

may be possible. This is known as the Efficient Frontier – potentially greater return for a similar level of risk. The following chart illustrates this 

principle.

Risk Profile

For our advisory clients we can provide a computer generated personal risk profile based on the manner in which strategic financial ques-

tions are answered, or alternatively, investors may select their own risk profile. This is the most important issue in terms of your eventual 

potential reward as risk/volatility is generally associated with eventual return and the higher the risk the greater the potential gain. The risk 

score can vary from 1 to 10, with 1 being the least risky and 10 the most risky. A risk score of 1 will result in a suggested portfolio consisting 

mostly of cash deposits with 10 resulting in a portfolio heavily weighted in Equities. Intermediate scores will result in a broader spread. Your 

investment time frame is equally important as generally we do not recommend that short-term investors take risks with capital.

If you require assistance or wish to discuss any aspects of this document please contact us on 0800 731 3080 or e-mail your query on 

info@ac-financial.co.uk 
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Testimonials & National Press Coverage

Advisory Client:  

Your well timed phone call saved me over £170,000!! – I would also like to thank you for all the excellent advice given to me over the past 3 

years and in particular your help with helping me invest the proceeds from selling my business at the end of last year. DR From Surrey

Saturday Telegraph:  

Nor is the importance of sector this year a one-off. A study of unit trusts over the past 25 years by financial adviser Stephen Charles, of AC 

Financial, shows that the worst managers in the best sectors have easily outshone the best managers in the worst sectors. Not even the best 

investors can buck a poor trend. Charles reckons a £1,000 investment rolled over into the best performing sector in each of the past 25 years 

would be worth £290,000 today while the same £1,000 in each year’s worst performer would have shrunk to just £385.

Saturday Telegraph Money:

Extracts of an article written by Stephen Charles at the request of The Telegraph: Our research has shown that a £1,000 investment over 25 

years with the worst performing fund managers  in the best performing sectors each year would have grown to £290,951 – Conversely, the 

best managers in the worst sectors provided a derisory £385- a loss of more than 61%.

Financial Times: 

Stephen Charles, managing director of Allenbridge Charles (now AC Financial Ltd) says “The kind of clients who buy With Profit Bonds with 

us are actually quite affluent. Some may have up to £1 million invested in such bonds” With Profit Bond survey of bonus rates was also pro-

vided by us at the FT’s request. 

The Times: 

Sat 26 Feb 2000, Weekend Money Karen Woolfson Features,  

But Mr Charles adds: “Some bonds are linked to very high risk indexes such as the Nasdaq 100, which includes many tech stocks. They have 

performed fantastically but they are overvalued and if they get hit there will be a bloodbath’’. Between 1st March 2000 and the 1st August 

2002 the Nasdaq fell by 77%.


